This paper describes a quantitative indicator for segmenting narrative text into coherent scenes. The indicator, called the lexical cohesion prole (LCP), records lexical cohesiveness of words in a xed-length window moving word by word on the text. The cohesiveness of words, which represents their coherence, is computed by spreading activation on a semantic network. The basic idea of LCP is: (1) if the window is inside a scene, the words in it tend to be cohesive, and (2) if the window is crossing a scene boundary, the words in it tend to be incohesive. Comparison with the scene boundaries marked by a number of subject shows that hills and valleys of the graph of LCP closely correlates with the human judgments. LCP may provide valuable information for text analysis, especially for resolving anaphora and ellipsis.
Introduction
A text is a sequence of words with coherent structure in it. Specic meaning of a word, especially that of a pronoun, can only be determined when placed in the structure. One needs to recognize the structure of text, for instance, in resolving anaphora and ellipsis.
Most studies on text structures assume that a text can be partitioned into units that have a hierarchical structure. (Grosz and Sidner, 1986; Mann and Thompson, 1987) Agreed commonly here is also that each unit plays its own role 1 in the text. However, no clear discussion is ever given to the problem on how to partition a text into the units.
We in this paper focus our eort on scenes, or contiguous and non-overlapping units of narrative text. A scene, whether or not it is explicitly realized in a device like a paragraph, is dened as a sequence of sentences which displays local coherence. A scene describes, just like in a movie, certain objects (characters and properties) in a situation (time, place and backgrounds). This suggests that anaphora and ellipsis may be resolved inside a scene.
We propose LCP (Lexical Cohesion Prole) as a quantitative indicator of marking scene boundaries in narrative text (Kozima, 1993) . LCP is a record of lexical cohesiveness of words in a window (of 51 words long, for instance) that moves forwards word by word on a text. Since a coherent text tends to be lexically cohesive (Halliday and Hasan, 1976; Morris and Hirst, 1991) , the local cohesiveness suggests local coherence in the text.
A graph of LCP plots local cohesiveness at every point of a text. Figure 1 illustrates correlation between LCP and alternation of scenes. Here, When a window is inside a scene, the words in the window tend to be cohesive and they make LCP high. When a window is crossing a scene boundary, the words in the window tend to lexically vary and they make LCP low. We can consider the valleys (i.e. minimum points) of LCP as marking scene boundaries. In here lies the basic idea of LCP.
The section follows describes the relationship between text coherence and lexical cohesion. Section 3 shows how to compute LCP. We estimate coherence of a text by lexical cohesiveness of the words in the text, and compute the lexical cohesiveness by spreading activation on a semantic network. Section 4 compares LCP with scene boundaries marked by an human experiment. Section 5 discusses the features of LCP, and in the nal section we summarize the paper and put our work in perspectives.
Text Coherence and Lexical Cohesion
A number of methods for partitioning or segmenting a text into some units have been proposed in the studies on text structures. An indicator for the segmentation is cue phrase (Reichman-Adar, 1984; Grosz and Sidner, 1986) . In narratives, there are cue phrases that specify time or place at the beginning of sentences. This is an example 2 : 1 1 1 she could see the windowless brick wall of the box factory in the next street. But she thought of grassy walks and trees and bushes and roses. In the summer of last year Sarah had gone into the country and fallen in love with a farmer. 1 1 1 Here, a new scene begins with the cue phrase \In the summer of last year".
Scenes in narratives do not always begin with cue phrases, however. Consider the following example 2 :
1 1 1 Sarah knew that it was time for her to read. She got out her book, settled her feet on her box, and began. The front-door bell rang. The landlady answered it. Sarah left the book and listened. 1 1 1 We observe discontinuity of scenes (alternation of scenes) at the sentence \The front-door bell rang". However this is not a cue phrase and an assertion is that we need a stronger device to capture the scene 2 The paragraph boundaries explicit in the original text (Thornley, 1960) are discarded in the examples here. alternation like this.
LCP is a device to mark the continuity of objects and situation being described in text. But before going on to introduce LCP, let us briey review two approaches that have intended to capture scene coherence. Introduction: at the beginning of a scene, new vocabulary will be introduced into the scene. Succession: once a scene is created by vocabulary introduction, rest of the scene will reuse its vocabulary. VMP presented in a graph has hills and valleys, and they suggest the alternation of scenes.
VMP is a neat, but rather simple, indicator for segmenting narrative text. The method by word reiteration has some problems to deal with various aspects of scene coherence. Our experiment with VMP revealed that it does not work well on high-density texts rich in vocabulary. The reason seems obvious: the words supposed to be reiterated in a scene were restated often in using dierent words. They also proposed lexical chains, i.e. chains of the thesaural relations between words in a text, as an indicator of text structure. A text in general has several lexical chains, and each chain suggests a range of continuity on certain objects and situation. The method by Morris and Hirst proved that thesaural relation between words works well as an indicator of text coherence. Hearst and Plaunt (1993) incorporate the thesaural information into their segmentation scheme based on tf.idf, an information retrieval measurement, on contiguous blocks of sentences. We in this paper take advantage of these methods and improve objectivity of computing lexical cohesion.
LCP (Lexical Cohesion Prole)
We have devised a way to capture semantic continuity in text and developed an objective and quantitative method for segmentation. This method segments narrative text only by using the following lexical information:
Mutual lexical cohesion of words that interact each other in a piece of text (i.e. words in the window). The strength of each cohesive relation between words which has its own strength of contribution to the scene. Here in this section we show how to compute the lexical cohesiveness between words, and how to estimate text coherence by lexical cohesiveness of words in text. We then describe the computation of LCP that suggests a local coherence of text and see the resulting scene boundaries in a graph of LCP.
Computing Lexical Cohesiveness
Lexical cohesiveness between words is computed as an interval [0,1] by spreading activation on the semantic network Paradigme (Kozima and Furugori, 1993 ). The network is systematically constructed from a subset of the English dictionary, LDOCE (Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English) (1987) . Paradigme has 2,851 nodes (corresponding to the words in the Longman Dening Vocabulary (hereafter, LDV), and 295,914 links be- Note that, in this method, (w; w 0 ) has direction (from w to w 0 ), so that (w; w 0 ) may not be equal to (w 0 ; w). Note also that the pairs containing insignicant words (especially, function words) have lower cohesiveness, and the reective similarity (w; w) also depends on the signicance s(w), so that (w; w) 1. For example:
(film, Our interpolation of extra words (words excluded from West's word list) made enlarged West's original 5,000,000-word corpus to 5,487,056 words. See (Kozima and Furugori, 1993) for more details on the structure of Paradigme and computation of the lexical cohesiveness. where, P(S) is the activated pattern produced by activating each word w i 2 S with strength s(w i ) 2 = P k s(w k ) at the same time. As shown in Figure 4 , the word bottle and wine have high activity in the overlapped pattern P ("red alcoholic drink").
The activated pattern emerged from interaction between the meaning of w i 2S, and it represents the meaning of S as a whole. So the text cohesiveness c(S) represents how each word is cohesive (in the sense of ) to the whole meaning of S, in other words, how semantically homogeneous S is 6 .
Text cohesiveness c(S) suggests coherence of S. The following examples show the computation of text cohesiveness of a coherent piece of text in a short story, and of an incoherent piece of text (three sentences randomly selected from a dictionary): This is closely related to \distortion" in clustering technique. P(S) can be considered as a centroid. (if i >N 01, then r =N). The local text S i is a piece of text which can be seen through a window whose center is the i-th word of the text T . 1 is a constant which determines the width of the window (21+1). Figure 5 shows a graph of LCP measured for O.Henry's short story \Springtime a la Carte" (Thornley, 1960) . The graph has hills and valleys that suggest alternation of scenes in the text. However, the graph has unnecessary noise, so it is dicult to determine which minimum points should be considered as scene boundaries.
To eliminate the noise from LCP, we use a window function in pattern production of the text S i = fw l ;1 1 1; w i ;1 1 1; w r g. The window function W (i;j) determines the weight of each w j 2 S i . The activated pattern P (S i ) is produced by activating each w j with gives best result in eliminating the noise. In Figure 7 shows that Hanning window illuminates the macroscopic features of LCP better than the rectangular window used in Figure 5 . Width of the window is also an important factor regarding the macroscopic features of LCP. If the window is too wide, LCP can not detect short scene alternation. If the window is too narrow, on the other hand, it will make too much noise on LCP. Figure 8 show comparison taken for windows of 25 words long and 75 words long. We found with experimenting 18 window widths (from 11 to 121 words) that Hanning window of 51 words long (1=25) gives us the best correlation with the actual scene boundaries. LCP seems to give a reasonable measurement for segmenting scenes in text. To see the point in case, we have compared LCP with a human experiment 7 of marking scene boundaries using O.Henry's "Spring a la Carte" (Thornley, 1960) . Figure 9 shows the original paragraph boundaries (dotted lines), the histogram of segment boundaries marked by 16 subjects (solid bars), and LCP with Hanning window of 51 words long. It is clear that the minimum points of the LCP correspond mostly to the dominant segment boundaries reported by the subjects. The clear valley at i=192, for instance, exactly corresponds to the dominant segment boundary (and also to the paragraph boundary). The following is the portion of the original text from i =157 to 227. 8 Sarah had managed to 160 open the world a little with her typewriter. That was 170 her work | typing. She did not type very quickly, and 180 so she had to work alone, and not in a 190 great oce.
The most successful of Sarah's battles with the 200 world was the arrangement that she made with Schulenberg's Home 210 Restaurant. The restaurant was next door to the old red-brick 220 building in which she had a room. 1 1 1 We can see the discontinuity of scenes: the rst part (before the paragraph boundary) focused on Sarah's work, and the second (after the paragraph boundary) on Schulenberg's restaurant.
It is worth noting that LCP can detect scene alternation irrespective of the paragraph boundaries placed by the author. In an example, the paragraph boundary marked by the author at i = 156 is not a minimum point of the LCP. And the likely continuation of a scene indicated by LCP at that point is supported by the human judgments. The author, on the other hand, did not change paragraph at i=236, but LCP and a half of the 16 subjects detected a scene boundary at that point.
There are some discrepancies between LCP and the human judgments, however. For example, the minimum points at i = 450 disagree with the dominant scene boundary at i =465. The following is the portion in question. 8 Both were satised with the agreement. Those who ate 430 at Schulenberg's now knew what the food they were eating 440 was called, even if its nature sometimes puzzled them. And 450 Sarah had food during a cold dull winter, which was 460 the main thing with her.
When the spring months arrived 470 , it was not spring. Spring comes when it comes. The 480 frozen snows of January still lay hard in the streets 490 . 1 1 1 The rst part (before the paragraph boundary) focused on the agreement made between Sarah and Schulenberg, and the second (after the paragraph boundary) on the severe weather of winter. The disagreement between LCP and the human judgments may be accounted for by the lexical similarity between the last part of the rst paragraph and the rst part of the second paragraph | words used here are related with the severe weather. Role on coherence P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P Syntagmatic P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P Paradigmatic H H 8 8
Word distance Figure 10 . Role of syntagmatic and paradigmatic relation on text coherence.
Discussions

5.1
Cohesion and Coherence LCP is based on the hypothesis that cohesive text tends to be coherent (Halliday and Hasan, 1976; Morris and Hirst, 1991) . However, there are incoherent text that can be cohesive.
We have dealt with lexical similarity (or paradigmatic relation) of words in a text, and left out the syntactic and semantic structure of the text as a whole. The cohesiveness c(S) does not work well on ill-structured (or incoherent) but lexically cohesive text. Compare the following example with those in 3.2: c ( "I saw cats.
A lion belongs to the cat family.
My family keeps a pet." ) = 0.653580 (incoherent, but cohesive). We observe also that some coherent texts are computed as incohesive. The reason for this is due to the limited power of the paradigmatic relation between words dened on the English dictionary.
Syntagmatic relation between words can make up for the limit of paradigmatic relation. As illustrated in Figure 10 , coherence of a scene is maintained mainly by syntagmatic relation between words closely positioned and by paradigmatic relation between distant words. Syntagmatic relation can be computed as co-occurrence probability of words in corpora (Church and Hanks, 1990) , or in dictionary denitions (Wilks et al., 1989) .
Window Width
The width of the window should be as narrow as possible, if noises are not present, since a narrow window can capture alternation of both short and long scenes. The experiments on various widths of the window revealed that Hanning window of 51 words long gives the best correlation with human judgments, as we have seen in Section 4. Obviously, however, this window width is applicable only to the text examined in our experiment. The best window width will depend on genres and styles of the text. For example, the following factors may aect the best window width. Average length of scenes (and/or minimum and maximum length of scenes). Lexical density of the whole text | proportion of types and tokens of vocabulary. At present, we have no eective method for adapting the window width to these data.
In the present stage of our research, we are trying to adapt the window width dynamically to the significance of words in the window. The window width in this scheme is dynamically determined so as to make the total signicance of words in the window S i be a certain constant value G, namely 9 , to nd 1, such minimize P w2S i s(w) 0 G . How can we determine G? This is an unsolved problem.
5.3
Structure of Scenes LCP partitions a text into scenes, i.e. contiguous and non-overlapping units of the text. However, the LCP tells us nothing about hierarchical relationship between the scenes: it gives only push or pop clues for constructing text structure like the one discussed in (Grosz and Sidner, 1986; Mann and Thompson, 1987) . One may say that we are able to capture superscenes by using wider window and then construct tree-like structure of text. However, some anticipated problems in this method are Denition of super-scenes: it seems dicult to dene the super scenes in terms of lexical cohesion between words. Tree vs. network: structure of scenes sometimes would not t in tree-like structure. It may have network-like structure. We take a position where we consider the structure of scenes as a network of scenes. The network is based on cohesiveness between scenes | lexical similarity between two texts (Kozima and Furugori, 1993) . Assumed here are that Cohesive scenes tend to have the same (or similar) topic each other. Anaphora and ellipsis beyond a scene can be resolved in the cohesive scenes. We intend to incorporate this in the study of the scene segmentation and the structures of text.
Conclusion
We have proposed LCP (Lexical Cohesion Prole) as a quantitative indicator of scene boundaries in narrative text. LCP is a record of word cohesiveness of a text interval moving on the text. The cohesiveness is computed by spreading activation on the semantic network of the English dictionary. Hills and valleys of LCP closely correlate with scene alternations, the valleys indicating scene boundaries.
LCP deals only with lexical information of words. It ignores any grammatical information (even that of sentence and paragraph boundaries) or other linguistic devises, such as cue phrases, as the purpose of this paper is to see the role of local cohesiveness of words on coherence of scenes.
Local coherence of a text is a good indicator of scene alternation, and it can be estimated by lexical cohesion between words in the local text. LCP compared with the human judgments in Section 4 shows that LCP works as a valuable indicator of scene alternation.
Text segmentation described in this paper provides bottom-up information for analyzing text structure that may be useful for Resolving anaphora and ellipsis:
We dened a scene as a piece of text that displays local coherence | describing certain objects in a situation. This means that most of the referents can be found inside the scene. Information retrieval: Each scene has a topic phrase (or sentence), i.e. the semantic center 10 of the scene. A set of topics works as a key for text retrieval (and also for text summarization). Meantime we intend to make clear the relationship between window width and word signicance that we have discussed in 5.2, examine validity of LCP for other genres and styles of text, and incorporate syntagmatic relation (co-occurrence probability) in computing lexical cohesion between words.
